
555  GOLF  EDITORIALS 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

SPOTS ON A LEOPARD 
How many? 

 

Heck, who cares? I am not a four-legged mammalian expert and don’t eat cats! There are none of 

these magnificent creatures threatening our local pets in Northern Texas! 

 

Well there is a point to this ‘Spotted Theory’ or discipline! You already know that we have three 

‘Targets’ in the terrific ‘555 Golf Discipline’. 1) The ‘Ballistic Point’ on the ‘Bottom Inside 

Cheek Of The Ball’ (‘BIC’ or energy transfer point). 2) The ‘Intermediate Target’ 10-15 inches 

in front of the ball and 3) The ‘Far Target’, which is the ‘Flag Stick or Quarter’. 

 

Now think about ‘Putting and Chipping’ for a moment. 

 

With no break we simply envision our ‘Ball Rolling Line’ (‘BRL’) as a straight line to the 

bottom of the jar. Get your ‘Weight or Energy’ correct and you are in ‘Golf Heaven’.  If Mother 

Nature provides a break, than we must envision a ‘Curvature’ in our ‘BRL’. 

 

This being the case, add two spots, you leopard lovers! Place one at the ‘Top Of or High Point In 

The Break’ (It’s a straight line from the ball!) as well as a curved one about half way to the cup. 

These two spots will help you see and feel the total ‘Curvature’. When you are well practised, it 

becomes quite subliminal!  

 

Now, with these two spots in place, follow your ‘Pre Shot Routine’ (‘PSR’) and complete your 

‘Procedure’ … ‘Breathing Out’ and ‘Chasing The Little White Ball’ smoothly across the 

‘Intermediate Target’ … ‘Follow Finish’ across the ‘BRL’ spots. Feel like you are ‘Releasing 

The Ball Off The Aimed Face’ and not hitting it. Don’t ‘POP’ the ball off the clubface. Your 

break will thus happen properly and you shall gain precise control and not get exasperated. 

  

This is kind of a ‘Spotty Situation’ but hopefully helpfully so? 

 

Enjoy your golf journey! 

 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

 E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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